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Combos: To earn a combo you must read two stories with 80% or more. If you have read one story with 80% or more but 

your second story you get less than 80% it will take your combo away to earn again. 

Powers: To earn a power you need to read three stories with 80% or more if you have read one/two stories and your third 

one you get less than 80% it will delete your power. The maximum powers you can have at once is ten. 

Levels: Depending on what level you’re on will decide how many combos you need to level up again. Lower levels you need 

about six combos=twelve stories with 80% or more. Higher levels will be about ten combos with 80% or more 

See Reader: SR is where you read all of your stories you get weekly assignments on SR. To complete a weekly assignment 

you must read five stories or more with 80% or over. 

Vocabulary: Vocabulary is where a word will flash on the screen, you need to memorise the word and then five solutions will 

appear on the screen, you need to choose one of the five solutions of what the word means. You can only unlock vocabulary 

by completing your weekly SR assignment. 

Visual Skills: VS has got a choice of two options, flash or scan. Flash is where you tap a certain place on the screen and three 

letters will flash quickly following that you need to type the three letters in a box if you get it right it will come up green if 

you get it wrong it will come up red and will show you where you went wrong. Scan is where you get the guided window. 

Inside the guided will be lots of circles you need to tap the screen when broken circles appear in the guided window. 

Avatars: You earn ten new avatars by reading ten stories, you don’t need 80% to earn them if you have read ten stories you 

will have two rows of avatars because you start with one row if you have read fifty stories for example you will have six rows 

of avatars. 

Extra: If you are in the middle of a story and you don’t like it so you stop reading it, it won’t let you choose a different story 

until you have read the one you are currently reading. If you are half way through a story and you leave it when you go back 

to it, it will say “re-read segment,” or “start from beginning.” Sometimes you might be on the questions and then you leave 

them but go back to them later it might say you have got them wrong but sometimes it might say you have got them right 

this is because you might have already done them but forgot. 

G rate and I rate: Your g rate (guided window rate) the only way to speed up your g rate is if you get 80% or more it will 

come up improve g rate by 3wpm,5wpm or 7wpm this will speed up you I rate as well. Your I rate is without the guided 

window half way through the story. 

 


